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These familiar phrases center on the action of connecting with another 
person. Behind them? A deliberate effort to say, “I see you. You matter to me.” 

This sort of action also extends to creating spaces of inclusion. When you 
enter a place where you feel welcomed, your heart and mind open. This is 
how creativity sparks and true learning happens. 

We are serious about our commitment to joyful learning for ALL children. 
Our educational philosophy is grounded in understanding and serving a 
diversity of learning styles and needs. This year’s annual report features 
Doers saying I see you in ways big and small to San Antonio’s children  
every day. 

Connect with their stories and let’s embrace learning for all, together!

GivE a hand.
rEaCh OUt.
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LETTEr fROm oUr CEO
DEAR DOSEUM COMMUNITY,
In many ways, 2019 was a year of design and systems 
thinking for The DoSeum. Our team set these strategies 
into practice across every facet of our operations. We are 
committed to encouraging children to apply these principles 
to their learning and development — applied skills as defining 
opportunities, prototyping, and ideation. We like to lead 
by example! Our team spent much of the year developing 
innovative new programs and exhibits designed to continue 
providing quality STEM-centered learning to San Antonio’s 
children. Experimenting with newly imagined programs 
and exhibits is one way to encourage young learners to 
experiment for themselves, to capture and engage their 
senses of wonder and curiosity, which we consider to be  
the powerful first and second gears of learning.

In the spring, we unveiled a new, more cohesive look and 
feel for our esteemed outreach programming through a 
refreshening of our design language. DoSeum educators 
spend thousands of hours in the community each year 
modeling joyful, hands-on/minds-on learning at community 
events, camps, and afterschool programs. This includes 
a full schedule of robust summertime events intentionally 
focused on engaging underserved areas of our community. 

Our new GoSeum name and logo enables us to better 
highlight and promote the work of our dedicated  
outreach team members’ efforts. 

Thinking systemically, 2019 was the year we fostered 
supportive dialogue between our community’s caregivers 
by launching the DoSeum’s Power to the Parent series 
(profiled on page 10). These interactive, engaging one-hour 
workshops addressed specific, universally applicable themes 
like routines and temperament, supporting caregivers’ 
understanding of their child’s developing young mind. 

We also proudly launched our Design Studio, The DoSeum’s 
design services advisory division. Through our Design 
Studio, we bring the finely honed skills of our team to bear 
in providing innovative, engaging, and visually compelling 
solutions to exhibits and gallery design. Our exhibits team 
launched the Studio with an exciting partnership with the 
Temple Children’s Museum on their schematic design and 
have since taken on projects in new contexts and new 
settings, such as transportation hubs, pediatric healthcare,  
and newly developed museum concepts internationally.  



LETTEr fROm oUr CEO
The DoSeum considers the present to be a golden age of 
informal learning, and we are keen to build capacity for  
open-ended, experiential, and play-based learning for  
all learners in all contexts.

None of this would be possible without the continued rallying 
around by a committed group of supporters. You allow us 
to bring the efforts of our bright, dedicated educators and 
designers to bear across San Antonio and beyond. We are 
grateful for your support of San Antonio’s premiere  
institution for informal early learning, The DoSeum.

 Let’s always keep doing. 

 With lifelong learning,

 Dan Menelly, 
 CEO, The DoSeum 
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The discussion about which calming breathing exercises 
would fit most naturally with the theme of the “Monster 
Mash” freeze dance game was getting animated. Or, you 
might say, reanimated. Exercises were eventually selected, 
and the meeting adjourned peacefully. All in a day’s work 
when prepping for a Halloween-themed Beyond Limits event.

These events, previously referred to as Sensory Friendly 
Nights, have been part of The DoSeum’s programming 
since our opening. Intended to serve children who would 
benefit from a variety of modifications — dimmed lights, 
lowered volumes, and limited crowds — Beyond Limits has 
proven to be a valuable foundation for thinking about the 
Museum’s larger inclusion efforts.

As with all of The DoSeum’s programming, Beyond Limits 
is rooted in constructivist learning theory, or “the belief 
that learning occurs as (kids) are actively involved in 
a process of meaning and knowledge construction, as 

opposed to passively receiving information” (SSTA Research 
Centre). Constructivism holds that learners bring their prior 
experiences to the table and fold them in as they encounter 
new experiences and information, and that this process is 
central to how we create new knowledge. 

Applying constructivism — with its emphasis on the 
individual learner’s experience — in planning inclusion-
focused programming at The DoSeum has been a natural 
fit. Ongoing partnerships with community organizations 
focused on serving children with special needs have also 
provided invaluable perspective on engaging with diverse 
learning styles. Any Baby Can, a local organization serving 
children with health and development challenges, provided 
early critical feedback on Sensory Friendly Nights. They 
have continued to partner with The DoSeum in ways big 
and small, including collaboration on the Social Narrative 
discussed in Josh Camarena’s profile on page 09. 

  — NEXT PAGE 
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In addition to nonprofit partners, The DoSeum has also 
been fortunate to receive support for Beyond Limits from 
all corners of the community. A leading champion in these 
efforts is Wave Healthcare, under the leadership of Founder 
and CEO Rodney Gray. A full profile of Wave’s support  
may be found on page 08.

Among the spooky bubbles (bubbles with a smoky kick, 
thanks to the help of dry ice) and pumpkins at the recent 
Halloween Beyond Limits, guests found a table filled with 
microscopes and a variety of everyday materials. Children 
were able to explore sandpaper and feathers thanks to a 
contribution from loyal, longtime supporters Barbara and 
George Williams. Children have joyfully tapped, hopped, 
and stepped up and down the musical staircase every day 

thanks to a generous capital campaign gift from the couple. 
The microscopes were only the latest in a series of gifts 
intended to enhance the learning (and fun!) of all guests. 
Barbara, a longtime educator and guardian of two family 
members with special needs, said, “The naturally inquisitive 
nature of children should be nourished as much as possible. 
As a teacher, I always found that the more questions that 
were answered by working with investigative opportunities, 
the more questions would arise for further investigations. 
We knew right away these microscopes could be used by 
children of all interests and ability levels.”

Beyond Limits events have extended an opportunity for 
joyful learning and discovery to children for whom softer 
lights and smaller crowds mean the difference between 
survival mode and active engagement. Rachel Vargas-Trevino 
noted, “(These events give) our families one more place 
where they are not just accepted but included with great 
consideration and sense of community.” 

As we prepare to celebrate The 
DoSeum’s fifth anniversary in the 
summer of 2020, we look gratefully 
to the staff and community members 
who have provided the enthusiasm, 
ideas, and support for past Beyond 
Limits events and who have bold 
plans to go above and BEYOND! 

BEYOND LIMITS WAS SO MUCH FUN!  
EFFORTS LIKE THIS HAVE GROWN OUR 
FAMILIES’ WORLDS AND COMMUNITIES.  
THEY ARE INCLUDED AND FEEL SAFE.
RACHEL VARGAS-TREVINO 
AUTISM SERVICES CLIENT SPECIALIST,   
ANY BABY CAN

Time to dis
cover!

SCAN ME!
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WE FINALLY GOT A CHANCE TO EXPERIENCE 
BEYOND LIMITS. IT WAS EVERYTHING WE HOPED 
IT WOULD BE! THE CROWD LEVEL WAS JUST 
RIGHT FOR MY AUTISTIC 9-YEAR-OLD. THANKS 
TO PROGRAMS LIKE THIS, MY CHILD CAN HAVE 
THE SAME EXPERIENCES AS EVERY OTHER KID.

— BEYOND LIMITS SURVEY

PRESS down
on this square
and DRAG your
finger right OFF
THE PAGE.

Barbara!

Dan!

Oooo, 
microscope!

Testing. 1,2,3

Spooky 
bubbles!
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The conversation began simply with a set of blueprints  
and a request to support the capital campaign through  
a contribution to The DoSeum’s outdoor treehouse. The 
blueprints quickly became the focal point as Rodney Gray 
zeroed in on what it would look like to modify the plans  
and make the treehouse fully wheelchair accessible. With 
his expertise and Wave Healthcare’s support, this vision 
turned into reality. 

That was only the beginning. Over the past five years, Wave 
Healthcare has become a leading champion for Beyond 
Limits and other inclusion-focused programming at The 
DoSeum. This will come as no surprise to anyone familiar 
with Rodney or with the broad reach of Wave Healthcare’s 
community involvement. 

After nearly 20 years of clinical and management experience 
as a Registered Respiratory Therapist, he founded Wave 
Healthcare to provide critical outpatient pediatric respiratory 
therapy services. “During my time at Christus, we would 
work hard to get kids well enough to go home. They’d head 

EXCELLENT! This shows you how your involvement can create a POSITIVE PATH for ALL children!

WAVE 
HEALTHCARE:
Providing a Spectrum of Possibilities  
for All Children

Rodney speaking at the  
2019 Outside the  
Lunchbox Luncheon



IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO ME THAT  
THE ENTIRE FAMILY IS ABLE TO ENGAGE  
IN SOMETHING FUN TOGETHER,  
INCLUDING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL  
NEEDS AND THOSE WITHOUT.
RODNEY GRAY 
PRESIDENT AND CEO

out the door, and I would wonder, 
‘How is that patient doing?’ I knew 
there was an opportunity to extend 
care out into the community,” he said.

Rodney partnered with DoSeum educators to establish 
Wave Healthcare Nights, annual events held specially for 
Wave families. At one of these events, he met a family who, 
only the day before, had been across the street playing at 
Lion’s Field. They had eyed The DoSeum with curiosity but 
felt nervous and unsure about how the experience would 
be for their child in a wheelchair. Rodney shared, “The Wave 
Healthcare Night showed this family that The DoSeum was  
a place for them.” At the end of the event, the family  
became DoSeum members.

It was a small step from sponsoring these events to also 
supporting Beyond Limits. Rodney stated, “The care DoSeum 
staff members put into these events shines, and I am proud 
to support efforts like this, where there is truly something 
fun for everyone in the family.”

Thank you Wave Healthcare and Rodney Gray  
for being tireless advocates for and caretakers  
of our community’s children!

DOSEUM PROFILE:

JOSH 
CAMARENA
Once the job was posted, Josh Camarena 
knew he was the perfect fit for the position. 
The Inclusion Program Assistant would be the 
education team member responsible for being 
not only a content expert, but also an advocate 
for children needing modifications during their 
DoSeum visits. For him, this was a topic of 
great professional and personal interest. 

Growing up dyslexic, Josh was in fifth grade 
before he successfully learned to read. Despite 
challenges in the classroom, he gravitated to 
the education field. After a stint at Pre-K 4 SA, 
he came to The DoSeum as a Discovery Leader 
in 2017.

Here, he combined his love of education with 
his interest in understanding different learning 
styles. As he spent time interacting with guests, 
his mind returned often to different ways 
children process their environment, and how 
it impacted their ability to learn and engage. 
He noted,  “If all they can think about are the 
different types of plastic they’re touching, they 
won’t  be able to fully experience the space.” 

Since spring, Josh has been busy enhancing 
The DoSeum’s inclusion-related programming. 
For example, he assembled Sensory Kits 
children can check out from the front desk. 
These include a variety of items — sunglasses, 
headphones, and fidget toys — designed to 
address sensory needs or occupy a fast mind. 
“The more I’ve learned about being inclusive, 
the more I’ve learned every kid can benefit 
from this,” he said.

He’s also collaborated with staff at Any Baby 
Can to create a visually engaging Social 
Narrative about what to expect during a 
Museum visit. This booklet creates a sense of 
confidence in a child, while building valuable 
skills that can be applied to all areas of life. 

When Josh is out in the community, often 
sporting a DoSeum t-shirt, people ask what 
inclusion work means at a children’s museum. 
After several months on the job, he’s got his 
answer down: “It’s my job to make sure 
everyone can play.” 

EXCELLENT! This shows you how your involvement can create a POSITIVE PATH for ALL children!
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“You can learn many things from children. How much 
patience you have, for instance.”  
 — Franklin P. Jones, American Humorist

If you’re a caregiver, odds are good you chuckled reading 
that line. Raising children has its moments of bliss, with 
a front row seat to the pure wonder and joy of a child 
encountering cake or twinkle lights or swinging high on  
a warm spring day for the first time. But, if we’re honest, 
most of the time raising children is hard work.

As with any job, caregiving skills benefit from some 
professional development. In order to meet that need, we 
launched Power to the Parent, a series of conversation-
based workshops held at The DoSeum and designed for 
caregivers raising children of all ages. Sessions honed on 
universally applicable tools and strategies that were highly 
interactive and kept to an hour — maximizing value while 
respecting the perpetual time crunch that is raising little 

ones. With childcare provided, caregivers were able to focus 
full attention on their own joyful learning and discovery. 

Amy Sugarman, a native San Antonian and mom of 
three, led many of these sessions. She is a professional 
parenting coach and has over a dozen years of experience 
teaching (and many more on the job). She was inspired to 
pursue this path after taking a 10-week parenting course 
offered through The Kronkosky Foundation, when her 
own children were young. “All parents need tools in their 
back pocket. The tools I encourage others to use are about 
respect, mindfulness, and empathy,” she said.

Sessions centered on a focused topic with broad 
applicability, such as: “Screen Time Decoded,” “Ready, 
Set, Routines!,” “Listening with Intention,” and “Brain 
Development and Temperament.” For example, the 
Routines workshop provided specific, concrete strategies 

  — NEXT PAGE 

RUB on the dot. 
TURN the page.
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for increasing the peace and 
effectiveness of morning and evening 
routines — notoriously tricky times 
of day for the under-18 set (and those attempting to 
shepherd them out the door or into bed). 

Laura, a mom of three boys who attended the “Brain 
Development and Temperament” session, shared her 
thought about the workshop: “The presentation was 
engaging, with information complementing what I’ve 
seen in parenting books. I appreciate the worksheets 
provided and have been referring to them periodically.  
I also really appreciated that I could bring my kids along.  
So often events like this don’t welcome children,  
making the event a burden, no matter how relevant  
or well done. This one was different.”

The DoSeum’s Director of Gallery Programs, Sheena 
Solitaire, has been instrumental in orchestrating the 
Power to the Parent series. As an educator and mother of 
two, she explained that “the goal of these conversations 
isn’t to teach a style of parenting, but rather to open a 
dialogue among conscientious adults who are looking 
to better understand their little ones and how their 
influence affects their child.” 

More information about workshops  
currently scheduled for 2020 may 
be found on The DoSeum’s website. 
Come join in the conversation  
and bring more power to  
your parenting!

CONNECTING FAMILIES IS A PRIMARY FOCUS 
OF THE DOSEUM. WE ARE ALWAYS WANTING 
TO PROMOTE ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN KIDS 
AND THEIR GROWNUPS. 
SHEENA SOLITAIRE 
DIRECTOR OF GALLERY PROGRAMS

Bubbles!

Stretch!

SCAN ME!



Family time!

Workshop in action!

AHA! You have the MAGIC TOUCH 
to create smiles. The same thing happens 
when you support our kids and their families.
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Before Bill Nye the Science Guy, there was Science for 
Elementary. Paul Rode was passionate about education.  
So much so, that in addition to having a young family and 
being Principal at Collins Garden Elementary, he made  
time to host an interactive, hands-on science show for  
kids that aired on KLRN-TV in the 1960s.

A passionate educator for over 40 years, Paul spent decades 
serving as principal of San Antonio-area elementary schools, 
including an 18-year stint as head of Cambridge Elementary. 
Benjamin “Ben” Rode remembered how his father knew the 
name of every student, every year. To him, learning had to 
be personal if it was to be successful. “That initial point of 
connection with the child, on an individual level, was  
critical to engagement,” Ben stated.

Paul was also passionate about giving children access 
to cutting-edge tools. Instrumental in getting the first 
multimedia infrastructure installed at Cambridge, his 
interest after retirement turned to how children across  

PAUL RODE 
ENDOWMENT:
Continuing a Legacy of Learning



San Antonio could have equal access 
to the same tools available at his 
beloved former school. 

This was his first point of engagement with what would 
eventually become The San Antonio Children’s Museum. 
An early champion, he worked tirelessly alongside other 
founders to get the original Houston Street museum up  
and running.

Paul was an avid supporter of The Children’s Museum, 
and then of The DoSeum, until his passing in March 2017. 
As his family considered options for honoring his legacy, 
The DoSeum felt like a natural fit. After conversations 
with The DoSeum team, Ben decided to establish The Paul 
Rode Memorial Endowment, with funding going to support 
DoSeum For All programming. “He wanted to give children 
across the city access to the same level of educational 
quality he saw at Cambridge,” Ben said. “The DoSeum’s 
personalized approach to learning is something that  
deeply resonated with Dad.” 

Generations of San Antonio children benefited from 
Paul’s effort and attention during his long education  
career. With this Endowment, that same loving support  
will continue for generations to come. 

HE WAS A CREATIVE GENIUS IN MANY WAYS, 
LOVED SEEING CREATIVITY THRIVE IN THE 
CLASSROOM, AND HE ENCOURAGED THINKING 
OUTSIDE THE BOX LONG BEFORE IT WAS THE 
THING TO DO.
BARBARA WILLIAMS  
LONGTIME FRIEND AND FELLOW 
MUSEUM FOUNDER

It is a core belief of The DoSeum that ALL 
children have the right to joyful learning and 
discovery. DoSeum for All, with roots dating 
back to the “Learn and Play Pass” at the original 
Houston Street location, is a foundational part 
of how we open our doors to the community.  
In late 2018, we were proud to become the  
first San Antonio museum to participate in  
the national Museums for All program.

DoSeum for All:
• Welcomed almost 4,000 students attending 

local Title I schools for an underwritten 
Field Experience in 2019!

• Continued Free Family Nights, our 
longstanding tradition of free fun for 
the WHOLE family, thanks to generous 
community support from H-E-B, the 
Greehey Family Foundation, the Harvey 
Najim Family Foundation, and others. 

Museums for All:
• Gives families with valid Lone Star cards 

the ability to pay deeply discounted 
admission during all regular operating 
hours, empowering them to engage in  
joyful learning on their own terms.

• We welcomed over 23,000 community 
members through this program in 2019! 

The benefits of hands-on learning belong to  
all of our community’s children. Embracing 
this has, and will continue to be, central to  
all we DO!

OPEN DOORS AND 
OPEN HEARTS
DOSEUM FOR ALL AND MUSEUM FOR ALL

Ben and Paul
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Family is everything for Bill Greehey. He and his wife, 
Louree, have five children, 14 grandchildren, and six great-
grandchildren! Supporting a place for families to learn 
and play together was a natural choice for a man deeply 
committed to his own family and to sharing his success 
with families throughout the community. 

Growing up as the son of a millworker and a house cleaner, 
Bill was the first person in his family to attend college. 
Talented and driven, he earned a bachelor’s degree in 
Accounting from St. Mary’s University and quickly rose 
through the ranks working in finance for various energy 
companies. Ultimately, his roles as the founding CEO and 
Chairman of Valero Energy Corporation and NuStar Energy 
cemented his financial success, and he was quick to translate 
that into community support by establishing The Greehey 
Family Foundation in 2004.   

The relationship with The DoSeum began with a major 
capital campaign contribution to help create the new facility 
and has continued with support from both NuStar Energy 

POWERING UP 
JOYFUL 
LEARNING AND 
DISCOVERY!



and The Greehey Family Foundation. In 2018, the Foundation 
was an integral part of supporting Dream Tomorrow Today, 
The DoSeum’s first in-house designed exhibit celebrating 
San Antonio’s Tricentennial and children’s roles in creating 
our city’s future. 

In 2019, Bill and The Foundation 
played a critical role as an early 
supporter of The DoSeum’s 
participation in Museums for All, a national program 
providing $3-per-person admission to families with 
valid Lone Star (electronic benefit transfer) cards. The 
Foundation’s support helped us welcome over 23,000 
individuals in the program’s first year, extending joyful 
learning to families who may look very much like the one 
Bill grew up in.

We are grateful for the thoughtful servant leadership of 
Bill Greehey, The Greehey Family Foundation, and NuStar 
Energy. Their support truly makes it DOable for us to 
open our doors even wider to San Antonio’s children!

Greehey family!

IN 2019, OVER 23,000 KIDS AND  
CAREGIVERS VISITED THE DOSEUM  
THROUGH THE MUSEUMS  
FOR ALL DISCOUNT!



If there’s anything we love at The DoSeum, it’s an action 
word. Exploring. Learning. Connecting. Creating. Our 2019 
special exhibits emphasized this passion. In the spring, we 
hosted the How People Make Things exhibit. Developed by 
The Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh and based on Mister 
Rogers’ Factory Tours, How People Make Things encouraged 
guests to explore the manufacturing processes  — like 
molding, forming, and assembling — behind the creation of 
everyday objects, like bicycles. We were proud to partner 
with SAS Shoes and Bolner’s Fiesta Spices for the exhibit. 
Both teams created custom, visually engaging displays 
showcasing their products’ assembly.

In the summer, it was time to go places! Going Places, a 
transportation exhibit developed by the science education 
experts at SciTech, gave children the chance to explore 
the major modes of transportation — including land, 
air, and water — through 17 interactive exhibits geared 

specifically to an elementary-age audience. Children 
from across San Antonio (and beyond!) dove, raced, and 
soared deep into the ways we move from place to place. 
“Flight Simulator” allowed children to pilot a fictitious 
plane through the skies. At the “Recumbent Racer,” they 
paired up with a friend to find out whether recumbent or 
racer bikes travel faster up and down hills and learn how 
professional cyclists reduce their aerodynamic profiles to 
get the fastest times. An exhibit partnership with VIA also 
allowed families to explore their options for going places 
across our community.

During both exhibits, The DoSeum team hosted Industry 
Breakfasts. These events brought manufacturing and 
transportation professionals from across the community 
together for free coffee and tacos and a chance to engage 
in the fun behind the work they do.

  — NEXT PAGE 
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Before you go
to the next page, 
KNOCK HERE

THREE TIMES. 
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2019 also found some of our 
most beloved permanent exhibit 
spaces refreshed thanks to 
generous community supporters. Our youngest guests 
can now role-play even more grown-up experiences 
in Little Town with new UPS and The Bubble Bath Car 
Wash installations. The Little Doers Den, a space for 
our littlest guests and their caregivers to read a book, 
build a block tower, or relax and recharge for a minute, 
got a new look and new learning materials thanks to 
our partners at Community First. 

Shifting gears, 2019 also found us revamping Zachry 
Group’s Innovation Station, our space for, well, shifting 
gears. This exhibit centers on all things hands-on 
building and tinkering, and now features areas where 
kids are able to use real tools and build with the CAD 
(Computer Aided Drafting) program. 

Innovation Station’s next-door neighborhood, Powerball 
Hall, also got a totally new look and name. Now called 
Force Course, the expanded space allows for better 
child-caregiver interaction and features more simple 
machines and more fun!

2020 will be another year of innovation and engaging 
special exhibits in The DoSeum’s galleries —  
meet us there!

 
 
 
 
 

MEREDITH DOBY  
VICE-PRESIDENT OF  EXHIBITS 
THE DOSEUM

I LOVED HOW MESSY 
  WAS! YOUNG MAKERS COULD 
MOLD WITH WAX, DIE-CUT PAPER, AND 
SMASH PENNIES. THERE WAS ALSO A 
GREAT LOCAL CONNECTION WITH  
BOLNER’S FIESTA SPICES AND SAS SHOES.

Going  
Places

The Little Doers Den
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How People 
Make  
Things

Going Places

Innovation Station

Force Course

How People Make Things

HELLO!
MAKING CONNECTIONS

is so much fun, isn't it?
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  — NEXT PAGE 

A tricky group text. An e-mail moment when you wished 
“unsend” was really a thing. An Instagram post that  
left you feeling less-than-great.

We can all relate to these moments in our adult lives. 
Considering them in the context of our children is a whole 
other thing. Preparing our children to navigate and thrive  
in our world saturated with technology was the focus of  
Dr. Devorah Heitner’s talk, “Raising Digital Natives”.  
This hotly discussed topic was featured during our  
10th annual Outside the Lunchbox Luncheon.

Dr. Heitner is the author of “Screenwise: Helping Kids Thrive 
(and Survive) in the Digital Age” and a frequent collaborator 
with schools and other community groups serving children.  
She shared her insights to a crowd of over 500 DoSeum 

parents, educators, and supporters on October 1st at The 
Witte’s Mays Family Center. 

Her key points for guiding our children in the digital world 
apply just as readily to real world interactions. They include:

• Media Mentoring: “Mentoring is knowing the difference 
between Minecraft and Fortnite. Mentoring is looking at the 
emotional effects of playing in a competitive mode versus 
a collaborative mode,” Dr. Heitner said. “It’s understanding 
that… what your kids are doing is part of their identity, 
whether it’s through the kinds of people they follow on 
Tumblr or the kinds of things they share.” She counseled 
caregivers to focus on guiding children through practices 
like examining motivations and staying true to their values 

SHAKE THE BOOK 
a couple of time  

before proceeding.
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in online interactions. In addition to discussing these 
things with the children in our lives, she noted, it is as 
important to model the behavior we hope to see. 

• Boundaries = Clarity: Relatedly, she urged caregivers 
to set clear boundaries, both in their own online 
behavior and in their expectations for their children’s. 
She stated, “By [the tween years] it is crucial to always 
ask permission before you share pictures of them, or 
updates about them on social media.” 

Offering a Much-Deserved Tribute to Teachers

Before the luncheon, 150 local teachers were treated 
to dinner and a special talk by Dr. Heitner thanks to our 
generous partners at Whataburger. Just like last year, 
they delivered (literally AND metaphorically) — bringing 
delicious entrees, fun swag, and chocolate chip cookies 
galore. In addition to the goodies, teachers received 
an hour of Continuing Professional Education for 
attending the event. “This is professional development I 
look forward to! The DoSeum’s teacher event is always 
engaging, informative, and fun, and designed with the 
needs of the teacher in mind,” said St. David’s Episcopal 
teacher Mary Hayden.

Championing Our Mission

We are very grateful to our Outside the Luncheon Event 
chair Elizabeth Marceau. Her hard work in promoting 
our mission and vision has helped make the event a 
success. “I love that OLL supports The DoSeum mission 
in a number of ways,” said Elizabeth, mother of three 
Little Doers. “Obviously, it is a fundraiser that generates 
needed monies to support The DoSeum’s efforts. But it 
also celebrates lifelong learning, by bringing in expert 
speakers to teach and enlighten parents, grandparents, 
caregivers and community members. The cherry on 
top is the new Educator Event, which allows teachers 
and educators across San Antonio to benefit from the 
speaker’s expertise as well.”

SPECIAL THANKS TO DR. HEITNER AND OUR LEAD SUPPORTERS— 
H-E-B, GREEHEY FAMILY FOUNDATION, VALERO, WAVE HEALTHCARE 
AND WHATABURGER. THE DOSEUM’S COMMITMENT TO FOSTERING 
DIALOGUE ON RELEVANT, CUTTING-EDGE EDUCATION TOPICS THROUGH 
THIS EVENT IS ONLY POSSIBLE BECAUSE OF YOUR SUPPORT!
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Teacher's 
Appreciation 
Reception

Dr. Heitner!

Elizabeth!

Made you MOVE AND SHAKE  like these  EMPOWERING  educators and supporters!



ARTISTS-IN-
RESIDENCE
We closed out 2019 with our 
third Artist-in-Residence 
(AIR) exhibition. This year’s 
Residents, Amada Miller and 
Mark Menjivar, engaged children 
in projects connecting them 
with the natural world. Amada’s 
Making Scents of Outer Space 
took The DoSeum intergalactic, 
allowing kids to enter tents 
scented like different planets. 
Mark’s Birding The DoSeum 
invited children (and their busy 
caregivers) to pause and listen 
for the sounds of birds commonly 
found in our community (with an 
accompanying kid-friendly  
field guide).

yEar in reviEw

For the kids at heart, we continued our ReDo nights in 
2019. These themed, grown-up only events let adults play, 
create, and enjoy decidedly grown-up drinks and bites (no 
dinosaur nuggets allowed). Thanks to Shiner Beer for 
continuing to be the premiere ReDo beverage sponsor!

visited The DoSeum

individuals benefited from Museum for All

became or maintained
their memberships

The staff was great, and the exhibits were fun. 
Having my son enjoy himself without fear of 
loud noises and large crowds was fantastic.

— Beyond Limits survey

campers received 
scholarships

kids attended camps

OUR MISSION 
Through joyful learning and 
discovery, The DoSeum 
Experience grows curious 
minds, connects families, and 
transforms communities.

OUR VISION 
As a premier informal 
educational resource, we 
cultivate curious, innovative 
learners capable of mastering 
the opportunities of tomorrow.

participated in the  
Little Doers Preschool



kids benefited  
from GoSeum

outreach programs

TAP on the RED 
CIRCLE FIVE 
TIMES and see 
what happens on 
the next page.

GoSeum brought
The DoSeum to places

such as:
Haven for Hope

Pre-K for SA
Methodist Children’s 

Hospital

total volunteering hours

volunteered at The DoSeum

kids from Title I schools 
received scholarships

kids attended  
Field Experiences

attended 
Maker workshops

attended 
Little Maker workshops

DOSEUM PROFILE:

LISA 
EWELL
When Lisa Ewell’s love of community service 
and desire for mission-focused work led 
her to look for her next step, moving from 
business consulting to Human Resources felt 
like a natural fit. “Awareness of the different 
paths life takes based on circumstance has 
always been central for me,” she said.  
“I was drawn to the impact possible in 
Human Resource work, particularly  
with young people.” 

When The DoSeum came knocking during  
its search for the first permanent head of 
Human Resources, she answered. With a 
workforce of approximately 100 employees, 
our team needed a champion dedicated to 
organizational culture and institutional equity.

For the past three years, Lisa placed policies 
and systems into place that create equal 
opportunity and knowledge across Museum 
departments — seeking to create a culture 
“where people understand they’re valued 
and have a voice.” She explained, “We want 
our DoSeum team members in Education to 
have the same understanding of their  
rights, responsibilities, and benefits as  
Doers working in Exhibits or Operations  
or Development.” 

Lisa also serves as a champion for The 
DoSeum in the community. She oversees 
Discovery by Doing, our intensive teen 
volunteering and leadership program, plus 
job shadowing programs. Through a number 
of partnerships with agencies like Family 
Services, NETS, and SA Works, she shared, 
“We actively welcome volunteers of all 
abilities to come and be of service.” 

She also noted that success of programs 
rests on the spirit of the DoSeum team. An 
Exhibits team member who, after guiding a 
half-day high school job shadow placement, 
kept mentoring the student, was then invited 
to attend her high school graduation. “This 
example is why I do the work I do,” she said. 
“All kids have the ability to soar, we just 
need to provide them with the support and 
the opportunity to do so.” 
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INNOVATORS
Charles C. Butt 

City of San Antonio

John Nau

Spurs Sports & Entertainment

The Brown Foundation, Inc.

The Nancy Smith Hurd 
Foundation

The USAA Foundation, Inc.

INVENTORS
Ashley & Conner Quintanilla

Ashley & Rad Weaver

Bank of America Charitable 
Foundation

Benjamin Paul Rode 

Bubble Bath Carwash

Carla & John Brozovich

Celebrate Dyslexia

Community First Health Plans

Dickson-Allen Foundation

Eleanor Crook

Elizabeth Huth Coates 
Charitable Foundation

Emilie & Christopher Petty

Faye L. and William L. Cowden 
Charitable Foundation

H-E-B Grocery Company

IKEA

Jessica & Clint Worth

Kimberly S. Lewis

Malu & Carlos Alvarez

Mays Family Foundation

Megan & Tres Steves 

Meredith & Mike Howard

Myra Stafford Pryor Charitable 
Trust

Nancy & Rob Finney

Saks Fifth Avenue

Shiner Beers

Silver Eagle Distributors

Susan Naylor

The Benevity Community 
Impact

The Greehey Family Foundation

The Harvey E. Najim Charitable 
Foundation

The Nordan Trust

The Tobin Endowment  

2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BOARD CHAIR
Frank Almaraz 

CEO
Dan Menelly

EXECUTIVE  
COMMITTEE
Jeff Brouillard

Suzanne Goudge

Emilie Petty

Megan Rooney

Tinsley Smith

BOARD MEMBERS  
AT-LARGE
Carla Brozovich

Chris Cho

Katie Cigarroa

Frankie Johnson

Kim Lewis

Kathy MacNaughton

Angelica Palm

Rudy Reyna

Anna Ziegler

Connecting. The dots. With others. To the big idea.

Connection is fundamental to how we engage kids in learning and play. And THAT 
connection would not be possible without YOUR connection. Your support makes our 
work to engage and inspire every young mind in our community possible. Because of 
you, we throw the doors wide open to every type of learner and say, “Come DO with 
us!” Thank you for expanding possibilities for so many of San Antonio’s children.

Our gratitude for your support is truly Beyond Limits! 

Gifts from January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019

What a lovely 
place to read!



The UPS Store Greater 
San Antonio Advertising 
Association

Triana & Brandon Grossman

Valero

Valero Benefit for Children

Wave Health, LLC

Whataburger

William Knox Holt Foundation

BUILDERS
Bank of America

Barbara & George Williams

Betty & Ray Boazman

Bolner’s Fiesta Spices

Corinna & J.B. Richter

CPS Energy

Elizabeth & Scott Stephens

Feik Family Foundation

FILO Productions, LLC

Good Time Charlie’s

Harrison Charitable Fund

Hixon Properties Incorporated

Joan & Herb Kelleher Charitable 
Foundation

Julian Gold

Karen & Ron Herrmann

Kathleen & Curtis Gunn

Kathy & Mike MacNaughton

L.D. Ormsby Charitable 
Foundation, Inc.

Laura & Lew Moorman

Megan & William Rooney

Mirza Trust of San Antonio

Nancy & Charles Cheever

NuStar Energy

You've TAPPED INTO 
OUR APPRECIATION 
for you and all those who 
support us!

DOSEUM PROFILE:

FRANK 
ALMARAZ
Seeing eggs splat on the floor isn’t generally 
a joyful moment for parents, but this 
situation was different. Frank Almaraz was 
at The DoSeum, watching his three children 
gleefully attempt to drop eggs off a second 
story balcony and have them land intact. 
As Frank recalled, “It was a quintessential 
DoSeum experience. The children had 
the rules, were provided materials you 
can find anywhere, and were given the 
simple question, ‘How can I drop an egg 
off of this balcony and have it land intact?’” 
Surprisingly (perhaps not), his youngest 
child, only five-years-old, was the  
most successful.

The principles at work in an exercise 
like this — creativity, embracing risk and 
failure, teamwork, and persistence — are 
fundamental to The DoSeum’s educational 
programming and are what drew him to board 
service at the Museum. In addition to his day 
job as Chief Administrative and Business 
Development Officer at CPS Energy, he is the 
Chair of The DoSeum’s Board of Directors.

In both environments, Frank eschewed one 
size fits all in favor of diversity of perspectives, 
experiences, and learning styles. Discussing 
workplace safety communications at CPS 
Energy, he noted, “We can mandate rules, 
but folks need a sense of ownership for it to 
work. The approach we take with pipemen 
is different from the approach we take with 
overhead line-workers which is different from 
the approach we take with other employees.  
How do we make it real and valuable?  
It cannot be done with one voice.”

Similarly, he explained, “It would be easy to 
focus on making The DoSeum exciting and 
visually appealing and forget not everyone 
learns the same way. I’m proud of the  
work The DoSeum team has done in  
sensory modification.” 

At the heart of both examples? Creating 
inclusive cultures. Frank said, “It’s about 
creating an environment where we can all 
do our best work.” Even if that means facing 
the wrath of older siblings jealous of your 
egg parachute-building skills. 

Building blocks of fun!
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Outside The Box Productions

Rebecca & Scott Nathan

San Antonio Area Foundation

San Antonio Shoes

Sara & Jeff Brouillard

Silver Eagle Distributors 
Charitable Fund

Suzanne & Jimmy Goudge

Texas Capital Bank

The Bank of San Antonio

The Harris K. & Lois G. 
Oppenheimer Foundation

The RK Group

Union Pacific Railroad

Wells Fargo

Williams-Chadwick Family 
Charitable Fund

Zachry Group

CONNECTORS
Adrianna & Christopher 

Grossman

Alexis & Walter Armstrong

Amber Thomas

Amy & Ben Swaney

Angelica & Mills Palm

Anna & Thad C. Ziegler

Ashley M. & Andrew 
Friedman

Bruce and Elsa Grossman

Broadway Bank

Cadence Bank

Caplan Miller Events

Chastity & Lee Scantland

Christopher Pettit

Colette & Ty Edwards

Daniel J. Menelly

Debbi & Barry Rothschild

Elaine & Larry Mendoza

Elizabeth G. & Madison 
Marceau

Emilie & Bill Baine

Erica & Daniel Dabrieo

Federica & Kevin Covey

Frost Bank

Graystone Consulting

Guido Construction Company

Holly & Adam Rabinowitz

Howard Energy Partners

Jack and Valerie Guenther 
Foundation 

Jaclyn & Chris Cho

Jefferson Bank

JP Morgan Chase & Co.

Katie & Joaquin Cigarroa

Kelly Wade Jewelers

Kerry & Chris Quinn

Lauren Kate & Peter Holt

Lorien K. & Marc Whyte

Marion Williams

McGuire Family Foundation

Melissa Morgan

Mission Park Funeral 
Chapels and Cemeteries

Nicole & Robert McClane

Pam & Dan Norstrom

Phyllis Browning Company

Robert & Alexandra McDonald

San Antonio Regional Public 
PK-12 Education Forum

San Antonio Zoo

Smothers Memorial 
Foundation

Stacy & David Schlagel

Susan Todd

Texas Cavaliers

University of Texas at  
San Antonio

Wortham Insurance, Risk 
Management & Benefits 

Xerox Business Solutions 
Southwest

XPEL, Inc.

EXPLORERS
Adrienne & Christopher 

Cummings

Amelita & David Mauzé

Amy & Justin Grubbs

Bakery Lorraine

Brooks Kieschnick

Christine & Frank Almaraz

Clare & Donald Duffin

Claudia & John Malitz

Cynthia B. McMurray

Dawn & Bruce Walker

Don Zook

Frankie & J.J. Johnson

Gail & Bruce Smith

Hayley & Brent Conger

Jayne & David Gordon

Jeffrey Wyatt

Jennifer & Lloyd Tannenbaum

Jenny & Rick Schimpff

Jim Toubin

Joel A. Reyes

Kathleen & Jeffrey Bolner

Kathy & Joe Babb

Katrina & Jonathan Greiner

Kay & Jay Heizer

Kim & Clyde Johnson IV 

Kitty & Richard Lange

Kristal & Casey Taber

La Cantera Resort and Spa

Lauren & Matthew Swann

Lauren G. & Bryan Tew

Leland Stone

Malitz Construction, Inc.

Marie H. & Paul Smith

Mary Rose Brown

Mauzé Construction

Melissa & Robert Legg

National Charter Bus

Rebecca & Daniel Kurokawa

Sally & Ronald J. Bates

San Antonio Museum of Art

Sara & Byron Pfeifer

Tinsley & Chad Smith

Imagination at work! Having a ball!
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CREATORS
Alexandra Frederick

Avery & David Gard

CeCe & James Griffin

Celeste Elena Photography

Courtney & Josh Balsam

Danielle & Benjamin Reyes

Denise Chidgey

Elizabeth & Raymond Morrow

Emily & Joseph Becker

Erika Y. Neuman

Genie & Ronald Calgaard

Hon. Bonnie Reed

Insco Distributing, Inc.

Jane & Marshall T. Steves

Joan & W. Richey Wyatt

Joaquin G. Cigarroa III

LaRhesa Moon

Laura & Cy Goudge

Malini & Justin Fowler

Meadow, Inc.

Olive Anne & Richard Kleberg

Paula Miller

Linda & Randy Marceau

Ruth B. Russell

Susan & Ted Bentley

Toni Harris-Rowland

Wendy Wirth

BUILDERS
Eleanor Butt Crook

MAKERS
Jana & Jeff Galt 

THINKERS
Emilie & Bill Baine

Rebecca & Scott Nathan

SHAKERS
Adrienne & Chris Guido

Ahmira & Stephen Cassle

Amy & Justin Grubbs

Angelica & Mills Palm 

Anna & Thad C. Ziegler

Barbara A. Wood

Carla & John Brozovich

Christine & Frank Almaraz

Claudia & John Malitz

Colette & Ty Edwards

Corinna & J.B. Richter

Dawn & Bruce Walker

Emilie & Christopher Petty

Erica & Daniel Dabrieo

Frankie & J.J. Johnson 

Frost Bank 

Gail & Bruce Smith

Jaclyn & Chris Cho

Jeffrey Wyatt

Jennifer & Lloyd Tannenbaum

Jenny & Rick Schimpff 

Joel A. Reyes

Karen & Ron Herrmann

Kathleen & Jeffrey Bolner

Kathy & Mike MacNaughton

Katie & Joaquin Cigarroa

Katrina & Jonathan Greiner

Kerry & Chris Quinn

Kimberly S. Lewis

Kitty & Richard Lange

Laura & Mike O’Donnell

Lauren & Jeremy Mandel

Lauren & Matthew Swann

Lee & Mike Barry

Marjory & Fred Waterman

Mary Rose Brown

Maryanne & Thomas Guido

Megan & William Rooney

Melissa & Robert Legg

Pam & Dan Norstrom 

Rachel & Matthew Sandlin

Rebecca & Daniel Kurokawa

Sara & Jeff Brouillard

Tinsley & Chad Smith

MOVERS
Elizabeth & Raymond Morrow

Elizabeth & Scott Stephens

Emily & Joseph Becker

Harriet & Dan Peavy

Jane & Marshall T. Steves

Janell & Steven Wilson

Jessica & Clint Worth

Jim Toubin

Joan & W. Richey Wyatt

Joaquin G. Cigarroa III

Judy Kim & Fred Poordad

LaRhesa Moon 

Laura & Cy Goudge

Lauren Kate & Peter Holt

Leslie & Elton George

Marie H. & Paul Smith

Rick & Suzanne Cavender

Ruth B. Russell 

Sally & Ronald J. Bates

Sara & Byron Pfeifer

Sarah Pittman 

Susan & Ted Bentley

Suzanne & Jimmy Goudge

Toni Harris-Rowland

Wendy Wirth

DOERS
Abigail Moore 

Alisha & Brian King

Andrew Jaworski

Angela & Vincent Mysliwiec

Anjly& Rajiv Rajani

Anna & Robert Sigman

Anne & Jeff Rochelle 

Antoinette & James Lindon

Ashley & Rad Weaver

Avery & David Gard

Beth & Randy Baetz

Bianca & Trey Horner

Bobby Campbell

Candace & Siro Gutierrez

Carla & Jesus Rubio

Carole & Elgin Wong

Catherine Hynie

Catherine & Robert Jones 

CeCe & James Griffin

Cecile & David McAllister

Charles White

Courtney & Josh Balsam

Danielle & Benjamin Reyes

Debbi & Barry Rothschild

Diana Sonnen

Elizabeth & Steve Swanson

Ellen & Mark Weinstein

Erika & Ron Nirenberg

Erika Y. Neuman

Erin Quintanilla

Gabriel C. Castillo

Heather & John Craig

Helen & Jonathan Dear

Jayne & David Gordon

John Seidenfeld

Rachel & Joseph Donnelly

Juanita Gonzalez

Kathryn & John Keeton

Kelly & Orlando Morales

Kelsi & John Frajman

Kristin & Dick Tips

Lynn & Porter Loring

Mahima Nayyar &  
Brian Forzani

Mari Rodriguez

Nancy & Junji Higuchi 

Olive Anne & Richard Kleberg

Patricia & Joe Acuna

Peggy & Dan Hughes

Rachel & Matthew Obermeier

Rachel Hinojoza

Rebecca & Kenneth Clinton

Sally & Robert Sohn

Rachel & Scott Fee

Shail Govani

Stephanie Villarreal & 
Gregory Hernandez

Susan & Pete Tassos

Triana & Brandon Grossman

Veronica & Luis Guerrero
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 Fundraising

 Management and General

 Program*  
Programming includes outreach, 
exhibits, and educational programs.

SAN ANTONIO CHILDREN’S MUSEUM DBA THE DOSEUM

December 31 2019

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents $1,081,387

Accounts receivable 16,676

Inventory 164,174

Prepaid expenses 223,370

Investments 8,672,776

Pledges receivable restricted, net 2,055,926

Note receivable 7,063,000

Restricted cash 2,234,166

Property & equipment, net 37,008,608

Artwork 48,200

Total Assets $58,568,283

Liabilities

Accounts payable

Trade $303,818

Accrued liabilities 149,629

Deferred revenue 552,279

Capital lease liability 58,950

Notes payable 9,700,000

Total Liabilities $10,764,677

Net Assets

Unrestricted

Operating $7,663,300

Land, building, equipment & artwork 34,419,808

Board designated 538,594

Total unrestricted 42,621,702

Temporarily restricted 3,508,304

Permanently restricted 1,673,600

Total Net Assets $47,803,606

Total Liabilities and Net Assets $58,568,283

COMBINED 
STATEMENTS 
OF FINANCIAL 
POSITION

2019 MISSION DELIVERY

3%10%

87%

 Contribution Revenue

 Special Events

 Earned Revenue* 
Earned revenue includes admissions, 
memberships, birthday parties, 
museum store sales, and other income.

2019 REVENUE SOURCES

22%

72%
6%



Hi, Five!

Opening our doors is more than a 
thing we do every morning. It’s a 
state of mind, a commitment to  
going above and BEYOND for every 
child. And in 2020, that commitment 
turns five... years... old. 

Come see how we thrive at five!



2800 Broadway  I  San Antonio, TX 78209
TheDoSeum.org


